GOOGLE-FU POWER SEARCH TECHNIQUES

1) Course Overview

Have you ever frustrated in finding information on the internet? Spending hours to filter out the unwanted results returned by Google Search Engine. Join Google-Fu Power Search Techniques

This training will dramatically turbo-charge your internet searching skills using powerful search engine, Google Search Engine. You will learn the art of googling to improve your internet searching skills through the proven tips and techniques for maximum results - no matter what you’re looking for.

Most people do not realize the full potential of Google Search Engine due to the simplicity of Google Search Engine website. This training is not meant for learning on how to use web browser but
- how to search based on specific country?
- how to search based on specific language?
- how to search based on specific file?
- how to search based on specific domain name?
- how to search based on specific period of time?
- and many more...

Google-Fu Power Search training will change your searching experience to acquire information on the internet – the huge information banks on earth. Information is Power!

2) Course Objectives

The objectives of this training
- Familiar with Google Search Engines
- Develop internet search skills – basic to advanced searching skills
- Leveraging Google Search Engine with other search engine
- put it all together – power search techniques

3) Target Participants

Anybody who want to improve their internet searching skills

4) Course Requirements

Participants are expected to have sound familiarity of web browser and Google search engine.
5) Course Outline

Day 1 Training Outline
- Module 1 - Getting Started
- Module 2 - Google Search Engines
- Module 3 - Fundamental Rules of Searching
- Module 4 - Google Search Results
- Module 5 - Google Basic Search Techniques

Day 2 Training Outline
- Module 6 - Google Advanced Search Page
- Module 7 - Google Advanced Operators
- Module 8 - Power Search Techniques
- Module 9 - Leveraging Google Search Engines
- Module 10 - Test Your Google-Fu Skills

6) Trainer Biodata

Mr. Mohamad Nizam Kassim is a senior analyst cyber safety of Outreach Department, CyberSecurity Malaysia. He has a degree in Power Electrical Engineering, two security certifications – GAWN (Wireless Hacking) and GPEN (Network Penetration Testing)

Prior to that, he has involved more than six years in telecommunication industry in designing and implementing core-switched and packet-switched network, analysing and predicting mobile network traffics forecasts, implementing core-switched network monitoring system and subscribers provisioning system.

He was previously dedicated his time in wireless station tracking and triangulation techniques project and currently conducting mobile phone threats assessments project.

Recently he joined the Outreach Department with one goal – relaying messages about computer and internet security to the public and enjoying his life teaching ‘Power Search Techniques Using Google’.